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If you want to re-use article/paper or a part of it in your own work, please send requests to publishing@eg.org

Please provide the DOI from the original article and the bibliographic data of your work, if already known, title, publisher.
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-- Author wants to re-use his own work/ part of his own work in a commercial or non-commercial book/paper/article. EG is copyright holder. Normally the author will get permission without fees.

-- Author wants to re-use his own work/ part of his own work in a commercial or non-commercial book/paper/article. Copyright holder are EG and Wiley. Author is asked to send the permission request to Wiley. EG publishing can help author to find the right link.

-- Author wants to re-use parts of others' work, EG is copyright holder. Author should send permission from original authors to publishing@eg.org. Eurographics will fix an amount and provide a link where the author can pay the fee with credit card. (70 € per figure)

-- Author wants to re-use parts of others' work, Copyright holder are EG and Wiley. Author is asked to send the permission request to Wiley. EG publishing can help author to find the right link.